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Situated in the northwest section of Fleming County, less than half a mile south 
of the Mason County line on Highway 161, is the Ben Johnson House. Facing 
northwest and placed on a rise above Johnson Creek, the structure is visible 
from the main road. Constructed as an Italianate I-hguse in 1872, the house has 
two extant original ells, and a brick shed addition.' The principle facade 
boasts a one-story porch which,although later than the main house, is sympathetic 
in form and scale. The front elevation contains no brick bond, while unbroken 
common bond appears on the sides and rear. The central entrance element with 
stained glass transom and sidelights is flanked by round headed, paired window 
openings. Advanced brick label molds top the window openings which have double 
hung sashes and stone sills. Detailed paired wooden brackets decorate an 
otherwise modest cornice, and small circular windows pierce the gables of the 
main block.

Interior decoration within the Johnson house is minimal and simple. Paneled 
aprons appear beneath the window openings and the baseboards measure about 
twelve inches in height. Entrance to the left front parlor is gained through 
double doors containing bevelled glass. A metal mantle with a bow front shelf 
is located on the interior rear wall (north).

Three outbuildings situated to the rear of the house are included in the 
nomination. Two of the structures were built during the late 19th century: a 
smokehouse (present day garage) and chicken coop. Both are vertical boarded 
and topped by pyramidal roofs. The chicken coop has a rather fanciful cupola adorning 
its roof. The third outbuilding is a 20th century shed structure.

The nominated area includes the approach to the house from Hwy. 388, important to 
the visual setting of the complex and the three outbuildings which are within 50' 
of the main house. The boundary follows the fence line to the sides :and rear of the 
house, which encloses the domestic space of the house. (See map 2).

1
The ell contains the dining area and kitchen.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

T:h3 Ben Johnson House is a significant example of the Italianate mode, one of few 
of its type constructed in Fleming County.

Established in 1789, Fleming County is in the northeastern-most part of the 
Bluegrass, near the Knobs region. The area is very fertile, as illustrated by 
the largely agriculturally-based economy. Much of the county's growth occurred 
early in the 19th century, peaking around the 1820s; consequently, the largest stock 
of the county's existing vernacular buildings date to this period. The sharp drop 
in prices of agricultural products in the 1870s had a detrimental effect on the 
county's economy and, as a result, little construction took place at this time. 
Therefore, as the Italianate style was fashionable during this era, few examples 
are in evidence in the area.

In 1869 the Maysville division of the Kentucky Central (later L & N) Railroad was 
completed through the western part of the county and eight years later the Pound 
Gap Railroad intersected it near Johnson's Creek. The local landowner, Ben Johnson, 
profited from the construction of the line in the area, evident in the country home 
he built in the Italianate style. Round-headed windows and lacy paired brackets, 
characteristic of this form, were incorporated in the design. Advanced brick 
label molds topping the bays were also used to further enliven the exterior.2 One 
of the more significant features, the two original ells and shed, illustrate 
traditional or vernacular additional forms employed in the original design. (Unlike 
more vernacular additions which were attached later to a main block, the ells in the 
johnson House were incorporated into the original design.)

The label molds are similar to those on a commercial building attributed to 
the same mason in the nearby railroad community of Nepton.
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